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Galatians is probably the first NT letter written and gives us an early glimpse into the foundations of the
gospel message as Paul struggles to establish churches with both Jewish and Gentile Christians. The
letter is contains a lengthy introduction followed by seven rhetorical arguments and a post-script.

The letter focuses on how Christians should structure their Christian living. The discussion seeks to
establish that the Christian practice must not consist of fixed elements of "proper living" or "proper
practice." To Paul any such conformity structures are attempts to reduce the Christian life to following
"basic principles" and as such they nullify the importance of grace and ignore the role of the Spirit.

These study notes include a brief outline of the main points of each of the seven rhetorical arguements, a
few word definitions, and a chronology of Paul's ministry (derived from Ben Witherington's
commentary on Acts)

Steve’s Summary of Each Section

Opening (1:1-2:21)
 Gospel is not a matter of opinion
 Gospel involves not only the specific teachings…but also the collection of practices intertwined 

with them
 Paul is talking to CHRISTIANS
 The issue is how to practice CHRISTIANITY in a way that maintains the truth of the gospel

Argument 1 (3:1-18)
 All nations shall be blessed through Abraham
 Righteous will live by faith and Faith is “reckoned” as righteousness
 Covenant to Abraham is not set aside by Covenant to Moses. Inheritance does not come via “law”

Argument 2 (3:19-4:7)
 What, then, was the purpose of the law?
 Law was a TEMPORARY Moral Guide UNTIL Christ
 Law was not opposed to God’s promise (to Abraham) Scripture confines all under sin so that the 

what was given would be to those that BELIEVE
 JEWS while supervised by LAW = children / slaves
 Slaves to a “Basic principle” supervisor
 JEWS adopted as sons by Christ’s redemption
 GENTILES are SONS by faith and received Spirit of Son
 Sons are heirs

Argument 3 (4:8-20)
 Aimed at Gentile Christians
 Emotional appeal to their response to PAUL’s preaching
 Equates the Law of Moses with pagan worship: Both are “basic principles” based
 Identifies the motive of the Judaizers as “pride” or envy….they are being converted to “THEM” 

instead of to CHRIST

Argument 4 (4:21-5:1)
Ordinary way:
 Taking things into our hands
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 Slavery
 Basic Principles form of practice
 Never share in the inheritance

Promise:
 Emphasizes the action of God
 Freedom
 Power of Spirit form of practice
 Reap the blessings of the real covenant

Argument 5 (5:2-15)
 Mutually Exclusive choice between LAW or SPIRIT
 Signs of Signing the Covenant Document include: Circumcision, SPIRIT
 The Results speak for themselves
 Way of SPIRIT Fulfills the law–seen in Love of neighbor
 Old way of LAW seen in destroy each other in divisions

Argument 6 (5:16-26)
 Spirit is an adequate (superior) moral guide vs. LAW
 Contrasts 2 different communities
 One that uses Law to oppose the FLESH => biting, division
 One that uses SPIRIT to oppose the FLESH =>love, peace
 See also Col 2:20

Argument 7 (6:1-10)
 Community provides moral / ethical check
 Bear burdens vs. impose burdens
 Community is a Support system in Sin, Financial and material needs, Instruction, doing good to

all

Closing Statements (6:11-18)
 Contrast two forms of boasting: Circumcision vs. Cross
 Motive of Judaizers = Avoiding persecution (there is a strong social motive)
 NEW CREATION…this is a whole new paradigm….not just changing the rules

Reading Notes & Vocabulary

Age–a term that the Jews used, especially in their apocalyptic writings, to describe the broad horizon of
time. Time was divided into the present age and the age to come. Usually this was a way for them to
look forward in hope to being redeemed by God from difficult circumstances (present age) and trust that
God would usher into reality a new age, an age where the circumstances and realities of life were very
different from the here-and-now...they looked for a reversal of things.

Gospel–The Good News of Jesus. It is a shorthand way of talking about all of the aspects of the
ministry of Christ. It is not simply a description of how to become a Christian, but also includes the
fundamental ideas (grace, faith, etc), the call to holiness, and the hope of eternal life
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Judaism–Refers to the social-political identity which consisted of being ethnically a Jew combined
with participation in the social practices of Jews (synagogue, feasts, etc) and the practice of Torah

Justification–(the verb form of righteous)–Part of an OT word group that are related to the idea of
being acquitted or found innocent in a court setting. It is the idea that a person has been accused and
their innocence is vindicated by the righteous judge (God). In an OT setting this would describe the
fairness of God, but it would also be used to describe the faithfulness of the person regarding their
covenant responsibilities, i.e. following the law. So to be “justified” in an OT sense has to do with 
standing before God as a person who has upheld God’s covenant. In a strict legal sense, the term has to 
do with vindicating those who are falsely accused. Paul’s use of the term differs from this strict legal 
approach. In Paul’s view there are no innocent people standing before God, thus it is not the innocent 
that are justified before God, but sinners who are “reckoned as righteous” before God. Their relationship
with God is not based upon their innocence, but rather it is based upon God’s actions. Second, the term 
does not refer to how a person ENTERS a relationship with God, but rather it refers to how a person
MAINTAINS a proper relationship with God. From a covenant perspective, the Jews never considered
entering a relationship with God, they were already considered God’s people. The issue for the Jew is 
‘how do I maintain a proper relationship with God’ and the answer for the Jew is ‘maintain the covenant
of law.’

“Works of the Law”–This phrase is unique to Paul and is not used in the OT. It refers to the practice
of following the demands of the law in order to maintain their covenant relationship with God. It does
not describe a process for a person BECOMING a Jew or a Christian, rather it talks more of the corpus
of practices and sensibilities that were considered “proper” for a person to be covenant maintainer.

Paul’s Chronology[1]
33 Acts Ch 1-8 & Saul’s Conversion (Damascus)
34-37 In Arabia (Gal 1:17, 2 Cor 11:32, Acts 9:23f)
37 1st visit to Jerusalem–meets with Peter and James (Gal 1:18f)
37-46 Preaches in home region
47 Found by Barnabas in Tarsus and goes to Antioch (Acts 11:25f)
48 Second visit to Jerusalem (famine) with Barnabas & Titus (Gal 2:1-10; Acts 11:27f)

Private agreement with church leaders that Saul & Barnabas Gentiles, Peter & others Jews
48 1st Missionary tour with Barnabas & Mark from Antioch (Acts 13-14)
48 Antioch incident with Peter & Barnabas (Gal 2:11-14)
49 Paul discovers the Judaizers had moved to Asia Minor writes Galatians
49 Apostolic council in Jerusalem (Acts 15)

[1] Ben Witherington III, The Acts of the Apostles, Eerdmans, 1998, p83.


